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Assembly: Resilience

Aims

To enable children to: 
● become familiar with the concept of resilience and some of its key vocabulary, for 

example: bounce back, setback, pick yourself up
● understand that resilience is a character quality 
● know that there are ways they can help themselves to become more resilient
● recognise some characteristics of resilient people

Resources 

● A recording of ‘Pick Yourself Up’. This can be found on YouTube, or there are links 
to these at bit.ly/2m1iEJo

● A copy of the lyrics to ‘Pick Yourself Up’ for reference for the teacher leading the assembly

Downloadable resources

● ‘Resilience sentences’ sheet for assembly readers 
● ‘Resilience’ PowerPoint
● ‘Pick Yourself Up lyrics’ sheet

Assembly

The plans for this assembly explain what each year group will be focusing on. You 
may, however, prefer to adapt them to be more general.
In advance of the assembly, choose seven confident readers who will read out 
the resilience sentences during the assembly. Give the readers the ‘Resilience 
sentences’ sheet and ask each reader to prepare one of the sentences. 
1 Show the ‘Resilience’ PowerPoint slides 1 and 2 and play the first minute or so of 

the song ‘Pick Yourself Up’. Tell the children to listen carefully to the song lyrics. 
2 Introduce the assembly: 
 In today’s assembly we will be thinking about resilience. 
 The song you have just heard is called ‘Pick Yourself Up’, and it is very useful because 

it tells us what to do when we have had a setback or when something has upset us. 
 Can you remember any of the lyrics that might be encouraging someone to keep 

going or to pick themselves up? Take a few suggestions, then read the following 
lines of the song to the children: 

Don’t lose your confidence if you slip
Be grateful for a pleasant trip
And pick yourself up, dust yourself off
Start all over again.
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 Resilience is a character quality or virtue that helps us to pick ourselves up, or 
bounce back, when we are finding something difficult or when something has 
upset us. Resilience is how we cope with life’s setbacks.

 Explain that over the next couple of weeks the whole school will be learning more about 
resilience and that in the assembly they will be finding out more about how resilient 
people behave, and what they will be learning about resilience in their lessons. 

3 Invite readers 1 and 2 to read their resilience sentences to the whole school: 
 When you are resilient you can cheer yourself up when you are unhappy.
 Resilient people find new ways of doing things. 

4 Show PowerPoint slide 3.
 Children in Reception and Year 1 are going to meet a new character called Flopsy 

Bunny. Flopsy gets upset easily and doesn’t bounce back the way he should. Ask 
the children: What upsets you? Can you think of times of when you had to face a 
big problem and felt it was too hard? The Reception children are going to help 
Flopsy Bunny to become a Resilient Rabbit. 

5 Invite readers 3 and 4 to read their resilience sentences: 
 Resilient people keep going when things are difficult.
 Resilient people don’t give up but try new ways to solve problems.

6 Show PowerPoint slide 4. Ask the children: What do you think the girl in the 
picture might be upset about? Take a few suggestions, then ask: Have you ever 
felt overwhelmed or upset about something?

 Children in Year 2 are going to help some people who are feeling overwhelmed 
by difficult problems. They will be learning how to break problems down into 
simpler parts that are easier to understand. 

 Children in Year 3 are going to learn some of the secrets of magnetism, and how 
this can help us to become more resilient. Ask the chilldren: Do you know what a 
magnet is? How does it work?

 Invite readers 5 and 6 to read their resilience sentences: 
 When you are resilient you know how to make use of your own strengths to 

prepare for a challenge.
 Resilient people see mistakes as opportunities to learn and grow.

7 Show PowerPoint slide 5. Ask the children: Do you know what this is? Have you 
ever played with one before?

 Children in Year 4 are going to learn how a US Navy engineer’s accident led to 
the invention of one of the world’s most successful toys, which has been sold to 
children all over the world for over 50 years.
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8 Show PowerPoint slide 6.
 Children in Year 5 will encounter this amazing animal. Ask the children: Do you 

know the name of this animal? Where does it live? The sled driver is able to make 
use of the husky’s amazing strength and resilience to travel though the frozen 
landscape. Year 5 children will be learning how to make use of their own powers 
of resilience just like the husky. 

 Invite reader 7 to read their resilience sentence: 
 Resilient people create boundaries which mean that they keep their privacy and 

dignity. 

9 Show PowerPoint slide 7.
 Ask the children: What might you put in the suitcase if you were going on a trip? 

Take a few brief suggestions and then continue: Finally, Year 6 children are going 
to learn how the contents of this mysterious case can help us to become resilient 
when we are online.

10 Explain that you are going to listen again to the song ‘Pick Yourself Up’. Again, 
encourage them to listen closely to the lyrics. 

 Ask the children, individually or with the person next to them, to reflect on 
one area of their school life where they might need some resilience. Once the 
children have had sufficient time to reflect, ask for volunteers to share their 
thoughts.

11 Show PowerPoint slide 8.
 To close, ask a confident reader to read out one sentence from the list of 

resilience affirmations and have the whole school repeat it. The child should 
then read the next sentence before the other children repeat it, and so on.
● I am resilient. 
● I keep going when things get difficult. 
● I try new ways to solve problems. 
● When I am upset I know how to bounce back to happiness.
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